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Education is indeed important in people’s existence. It is a treasure that can be possessed by anyone. From being nobody, you can be somebody if you have this kind of possession in life. In this world, life has lot of struggles. A person without education may lead to a reason of failure.

School has this opportunity to give future for everyone. Government including private entities make some efforts to give the best education for all. But the knowledge learned from school has limits in teaching proper attitude.

Attitude is a settled way of thinking. A way that guide people in a positive life. It has its unique quality that make a person be respected. But this should be learned first at home. School has its tool to train pupils to be a person to lead while home has the power to make them a real human being.

How can students develop positive attitude? At home, parents have this great influence. Influence to be a great one. They are the origin for being a good person. Department of Education emphasized that attitude begins at home not in school. With that, parents should take responsibility in this matter. Influencing their children to be keen is an imperative acts in our society.

School teaches the needed academic track to lead in the future but still parents has the influence to deal with those academic back. Teachers educate youth what to do in life in the future but parents influence them on how to deal with that future soon.

Moreover, when it comes to teachers and parents tandem, as generated from https://www.teachervision.com/, teacher-parent conferences give parents an opportunity to
increase communication between school and home, keep parents informed about their child's progress, and develop a plan for the student's future.

With that, parents has this power to influence more to be a good one. They handed the right path for their children. Children are like sponges that they model everything a parent does. It is very crucial that parents set the right examples for their children. Negativity leads child development to bad behavior. Indeed parents greatly influence their children’s behavior.
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